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GERRY MORIARTY, Northern Editor

THE LORD Chief Justice's office in the North has rejected criticism by two former British chief constables of a key element of Mr Justice's 

Weir's judgment acquitting south Armagh electrician Seán Hoey of the Omagh bombing.

The high-ranking judicial response and the criticism, which appear exceptional in Northern Ireland legal terms, was issued after an 

independent review by Sir Dan Crompton and David Blakey found that the PSNI was correct not to suspend two officers whom they said 

were "branded as liars" by the judge during the trial.

The review, commissioned by the policing board in the wake of Mr Justice Weir's damning verdict acquitting Hoey of involvement in the 

1998 Omagh bombing that killed 29 people including a woman heavily pregnant with twin girls, also referred to Mr Justice Weir engaging in 

"speculation" in his judgment - a charge rejected by the Lord Chief Justice's office.

Mr Justice Weir in his judgment late last December referred to a "most disturbing situation" whereby a PSNI detective sergeant and a 

scenes of crime officer had "beefed up" their statements about the investigation of the bombing, claimed by the Real IRA. Had other 

evidence not been available to "gainsay" the "lies" of the two police witnesses, the court could have been deceived, he said.

The male sergeant has been promoted to the post of detective chief inspector, while the female scenes of crime officer is now a police 

constable.

The judge referred the issue to the Police Ombudsman, Al Hutchinson, who has yet to recommend on whether the two officers should be 
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sacked, suspended, otherwise disciplined or exonerated.

The former chief constables and British inspectors of constabulary, Sir Dan Crompton and Mr Blakey said that at the stages of their 

assessment of the case they found the officers should have been suspended. But after a "more reflective" view they found they should not 

be suspended.

The review authors said of the judge's comments about the officers: "We have seldom seen more caustic criticism of police evidence since 

the officers were, in effect, branded as liars and their evidence declared totally unreliable." But they later added in what appears as a 

serious questioning of the judge's findings: "It would not be unreasonable speculation to point to the possibility that both PONI and the PPS 

might find no evidence, or insufficient evidence, of 'deliberate and calculated deception' as referred to by Mr Justice Weir in dismissing all 

charges against Seán Hoey."

They said "there may well be some issues arising from the evidence given by the two officers, but it seems to us that this is more likely to be 

of a disciplinary, or advice nature".

The authors also said that as well as a malign interpretation of the phrase "beefed up" police evidence it could also have a different possible 

meaning such as police legitimately correcting omissions from their statements.

In his judgment Mr Justice Weir found "deliberate and calculated deception in which others concerned in the investigation and preparation 

of this case for trial beyond these two witnesses may also have played a part".

The independent review found the reference to the involvement of "others" amounted to "speculation". The authors wrote: "This was a very 

difficult long-running trial for Mr Justice Weir with a requirement to handle huge volumes of information - some of it highly contentious.

"Nevertheless, we are left wondering why this passage was included in the judgment. In such a high profile case every single word, finding, 

or suggestion is likely to be rigorously examined by interested parties . . . we conclude that the judgment in this respect amounted to 

speculation by Mr Justice Weir, but we (and others) are left uninformed as to what triggered that speculation," they added.

The Lord Chief Justice's office in a statement said: "The judge did not speculate that others were involved, much less who such others 

might be. He registered his concern that others may have been involved and he has left it to other agencies to investigate and determine 

whether that is the case." Michael Gallagher, whose son Aidan was killed in the bombing, said he did not see the "villain in the case as the 

judge".
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